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Author’s response to reviews:

Dear Editor,

Thank you very much for your letter dated 2008-3-10, regarding formatting requirements of our manuscript. We are grateful for your editorial efforts. We have now made the modifications suggested by you.

Thank you for your consideration. We are looking forward to publication of this manuscript.

Sincerely,
Dr Junqing Ma

Responses to Formatting Requirements:
1. Please ensure all text is black.
   [Response]:
   Done accordingly.

2. Figure cropping - It is important for the final layout of the manuscript that the figures are cropped as closely as possible to minimise white space around the image.
   [Response]:
   Based on this requirement, we have minimise white space around the image.

3. Website addresses- Websites must be removed from the text, and cited from the main reference list only.
   [Response]:
   Done accordingly.
4. References - References should be cited in the text using consecutive numbers in brackets. Please ensure that the order is correct.

[Response]:
Done accordingly.